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Types of Economies

 What types of economies (economic systems) do you know?

 Which economic questions does every society need to answer?



Types of Economies



Types of Economies

1. What goods and services should be produced? 

2. How should they be produced? 

3. Who should get what is produced?

How a society answers those questions depends on its economic goals.



Economic Theory: Types of Economies

Read the text and insert the missing words. The words have been provided.

resources mixed   developing       traditional (x2)     command       market

1. traditional

2. developing

3. traditional

4. command

5. resources

6. market

7. mixed



Economic Theory: Types of Economies

1. Match the synonyms and translate them.

barter 

allocate 

labor

wares 

wages 

1. exchange

2. give

3. work

4. products

5. payment

trampa, razmjena

dodijeliti, rasporediti

rad, radna snaga

proizvodi, roba

nadnice, plaća



Economic Theory: Types of Economies

2. Match the explanations and terms. Translate the terms.

key industries welfare retirement health care the law of supply and demand

goods and services natural resources

1. the law of supply and demand

2. goods and services

3. natural resources

4. key industries

5. health care

6. welfare

7. retirement



Economic Theory: Types of Economies

What are the advantages and disadvantages of a mixed economy?

-distributes goods and services to where they 

are most needed; it allows prices to 

measure supply and demand

- it rewards the most efficient producers with the 

highest profit; it encourages innovation to meet 

customer needs more creatively, cheaply or 

efficiently; it automatically allocates capital to the 

most innovative and efficient producers

- market economy could neglect areas like 

defense, technology, and aerospace - a larger 

governmental role allows fast mobilization to 

these priority areas.

- the expanded government role also makes sure less 

competitive members receive care.

Adapted from: https://www.thebalance.com/mixed-economy-definition-pros-cons-examples-3305594

- if the market has too much freedom, it can 

leave the less competitive members of 

society without any government support

- central planning of government industries 

could create problems, they could become a 

government-subsidized monopoly, which could 

increase the country's debt, slowing down 

economic growth in the long run.

- successful businesses can lobby the 

government for more subsidies and tax breaks; 

the government could protect the free market 

so much that it doesn’t regulate enough - for 

example, businesses that were too big to fail 

could be bailed out by the government if they 

started going bankrupt.

https://www.thebalance.com/mixed-economy-definition-pros-cons-examples-3305594

